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Introduction
“Next to the Bible, the Dao De Jing is the most translated work in world literature.” [1]. Its
popularity certainly shows the power of traditional Chinese thoughts. Late western modern
philosophers, such as Nietzsche, Heidegger and Sartre have been influenced by the thoughts of
Dao De Jing. It has been widely known that Heidegger engaged with Paul Shih-yi Hsiao in the
summer of 1946 to translate a number of chapters from the Dao De Jing [2]. Through the
similarity between Heidegger’s late view on Holderlin’s poetry and most common thoughts in
Daoism regardless to which specific school, which I will explain later in Chapter 25, it is not
hard to infer that Heidegger has been quite impacted before he provided the conceptual
Four-Fold (Das Geviert), which is one key term of his later philosophy. When introducing the
traditional culture, the Chinese would be usually proud of the way they accept different external
“invasions”. For example, Buddhism, an Indian religion or philosophy school, which developed
into Chan (Zen) Buddhism in China, one of the most influential Buddhist schools worldwide. As
a foundation of traditional Chinese spirit, the Dao De Jing certainly played a key role. In the new
global temporality, it may also help people to eliminate the philosophical, ideological and
eventually the cultural gap as a cultural bridge between the east and west. However, I realized
that the passion of understanding the Dao De Jing in the English world still remains the same as
in the 1970’s. Compared to the original source, most English references I have read are still very
tough and “influent “to gain a close understanding. This thesis is a tiny contribution to reinterpret
some chapters on mainly metaphysical views of the Dao De Jing, and hopefully can modify
some typical traditional “English thoughts” on this scripture. More than that, I also had made a
promise to Seth Tichenor, the person who led me into the philosophy world, to reinterpret the
whole book in future.
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Before I say anything else about the Dao De Jing, there are few things that must be claimed.
Firstly, there is a chain of interpretations that limits my personal understanding on revealing the
Dao De Jing. The chain starts from traditional Chinese, to modern/simplified Chinese, then then
to English. Therefore it is necessary to involve some points on both traditional and simplified
Chinese. Hopefully it can also be a fun way of teaching Chinese too. The other two things that
matter are the reliability and the potential multi-author possibility of the present common Dao
De Jing. As what I will mention soon, have a concern about the history of this scripture is
importantly influential on the way people how people comprehend it. All of those might be
significant in understanding my interpretation.
1. Difference in Writing Forms
There are enormous arguments about which exact time period the Dao De Jing has been
written, but for all Chinese, there is no doubt that it has been written in a form called
Literary Chinese (文言文 wényán wén, "text of written language"). One of the features of
Literary Chinese, is that it does not have a punctuation system especially in the early period.
If was to be considered to be knowledgeable in the past, he or she had to learn how to split
each sentence over correctly and interpret the article to gain an understanding. Thus in the
very beginning of Chinese literacy, hermeneutics has been found at the mean time. Chinese
hermeneutics is called “训诂学” (Xun Gu Xue, literally, it means the inquiry of using
temporal language to reinterpret the old text) and in the same situation with lots of Chinese
terminologies, it does not have an official English translation. It mainly covers how the
shape and pronunciation of a character or grammatical and rhetorical function provide
understanding. Compared to English, which usually provides specific names on phenomena,
Chinese is a much more dynamic language system, each character is particularly meaningful
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only if working in a certain contextual environment, audiences will know how it works in
the comparison between the common splitting version and my interpretation.
Moreover, Literary Chinese, before the paper invention in Han Dynasty, had been
mainly transcribed by bamboo, silk or animal skin. In order to save space for addressing all
ideas, authors had to consider each character very carefully. This tradition was challenged
until the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) mainly because of the popularity of novels (three of the
“Four Great Masterpieces” of Chinese novel were published during this dynasty). If spoken
English and all similar alphabetic-languages prefer to explain philosophical ideas as
thoroughly as possible, before the Ming Dynasty, exaggeratedly, the Chinese were going on
a completely different attitude: most of the ancestors were eager to compress all their
thoughts into one character! However, the traditional way of writing would also cause some
confusion, and that is why Chinese hermeneutics (“训诂学” Xun Gu Xue) used to be
extremely developed. Since the postmodern view, which seeks to interpret texts differently,
it seems extremely hard to turn back. The audience can also easily find this attitude in
traditional Chinese painting, where emptiness could cover most of a paper. Moreover, as a
result of the above, there is no guarantee that the common punctuation people read today
into the text is what the Dao De Jing authors initially meant. Keeping skeptical and critical
is an attitude quite encouraged to read this thesis.

2. Traditional to Modern Chinese
About one hundred years ago. Hu Shi, a student of John Dewey, led an activity that is
commonly called “Written Vernacular Chinese Revolution” in English. As I will mention in
the following, the influence of this revolution has been so incredibly deep, that it has entirely
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changed the way Chinese people think. Later on, the new Chinese government released the
simplified-Chinese system in 1986. Those two activities have certainly improved the
capacity for Chinese people to learn in the mother language. However, a sword will often
have two edges: most knowledge, especially the modern and western knowledge is much
easier to understand than ever on history, at least the literacy rate increased from unknown
(hopefully it was not higher than 95.1%) to 95.1% of the population in 2010 [3]; but on the
other hand, it also caused lots of confusion, since some characters had been simplified. It
means some significant part of information transmission has possibly been erased or reduced.
For example, the character “爱” (Ai, Simplified) and “愛” (Ai, Traditional), means to love.
The character “心” (Xin) means heart. The character is significantly in the middle of the
traditional 愛 (Ai) and it has been removed by the Simplified. Because the simplified
Chinese erases the heart part in the character of love, some traditional Chinese users,
whether in Taiwan, Hong-Kong or the mainland, criticize that the present ‘love’ is “愛无心”,
meaning ‘to love with no heart.’ They may feel this new type of love is not sincere by
without heart. This example is to say, some simplified Chinese, from the perspective of
character, are not very much able to address information as same as the more complex
traditional Chinese.
The other trouble is “通假字” (Tong Jia Zi, replacing/wrong character). This term does
not have an official translation in English. It contains two main issues. First one is about
replacing, means the handwriting authors in the past did not have computer with the Pin-Yin
input program (Type Chinese through letters on computer, also the way for western people
to learn Chinese pronunciations.), and so they could not type one pronunciation and check
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all the following characters. Sometimes, because they had to write things instantly, but
forgot the structure of the character, they would “borrow” a character that has the same
pronunciation and similar shape. For the sake of writing the text visually and beautifully,
some authors even meant to do that in a different form of writing such as poetics and short
essays. In this thesis, the audience will soon find the character “或” as “域”in Chapter Four,
where it could be potentially more in the original text.
The last thing to address is grammar. Although the Traditional Chinese grammar makes
sense to most Chinese people. It does not apply the exact same principle to modern
simplified Chinese. For instance, in traditional Chinese. When the speaker tries to describe
an inductive relation, such as “Jesus is human”, the phrase usually will be: Jesus 者, human
也. “者” (Zhe) is likely to be the English term “The”, in this sentence it could be specifically
understood as the meaning of “this person in particular”. “也” (Ye) could be translated as
“also”, “either”, “too” or “as well”. The character”也” (Ye) clearly shows an inductive
logical relation in this sentence. Jesus 者, human 也, could be straightly translate to “This
person Jesus, human too.” rather than “Jesus is human.” Traditional Chinese did not have a
valid word for saying “is”. Nevertheless, after the Written Vernacular Chinese Revolution,
Chinese has applied the western “is-ness” into the language system. Scholars found the
character “是” (Shi) that previously meant Summer Solstice by its shape (the sun vertically
above the sundial) and “correct” or “justice” by what it represents (ancient Chinese
worshiped the “mundane” of heaven a lot, therefore an observational-astronomical
phenomenon is given lots of meaning), as the translation of is-ness. The problem is, contrary
to Western language, that the character “是” (Shi) does not provide tense or state of being.
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Which means, when westerners say A is B, it implies A is B for at the present time whereas
the relationship in between could change in the future. On the other side, the Chinese
grammatical system does not integrate tense in “is-ness,” rather the character originally
means justice and correct. Moreover, Chinese people seemingly do not enjoy to become
aware of the time aspect too much in verbs, but rather to add a precise time in grammar
(though it does not mean the Chinese do not have a strong awareness for being on time,
because that awareness has been integrated in practical ethics, specifically credibility).
Those facts could be the cause why the “是” (Shi, is-ness) is very decisive, absolute, and
arbitrary. Thus the change of grammar does make people think about things differently.
Generally, the Written Vernacular Chinese Revolution and the later releasing of
simplified Chinese system really have revised lots of the original understanding, which
might not have been able to the case in the past. Philosophical translation usually requires to
approach the original meaning as closed as possible, but the two activities would be very
annoying for people who want to know.

3. Chinese to English
Lots of Chinese soccer fans are very curious about the following circumstance that may
happen very frequently on a European soccer battle: In an European Champions League
game, everyone tries their best to contribute their energy, tactical knowledge to the field to
winning the game. However, a French-only speaker accidentally fouled on an English-only
speaker, they began to argue with each other, their teammates came and tried to mediate the
battle. Unluckily, one team is from Germany and the other one is from Spain, so the majority
of those two teams are mainly German and Spanish speakers. The circumstance will be
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awful for the referee, because he is a Greek! The question for this type of issue is, how do
they communicate with each other? How can those people ensure that their words truly
affect the others? How can the referee organize this conflict by speaking his own language?
There are two common explanations: first one, they can at least understand English by
listening; the second, for many Europeans, understanding their close neighboring countries’
language, say German in Germany, the Netherlands, Austria, or Switzerland ,is just akin to
how Chinese people from different provinces understanding different accents, though there
obviously are different families of language.
In order to make the resuming and transition for this thesis, I assumed that the second
idea is true. Then it is not difficult to say that the alphabetic-system world is much easier on
understanding for each other than East Asian language. It could be not very hard to find a
replacement from one alphabetic language to the other by the law of organize letters. For
example, hermeneutics to hermenéutica or hermeneutic. However, from Chinese to English,
there is no way to re-organize 训诂学 graphically to hermeneutics. On other words, Chinese
is a complete different type of language from any type of alphabetic language.
In contrast between English and either Simplified or Traditional Chinese, from the
perspective of the structure of grammar and logic (just levels in the structure of
understanding but not particular application), I could figure that they seem partially similar.
On the other hand, when those two languages’ comparison gets into more foundational level,
the differences are obvious. In order to enable the readers understand the fundamental
difference between Chinese and English, I designed a chart as showed below.
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Term

English

Chinese

Fundamental Element on Letters

Strokes

visual symbol
Fundamental Element of Words

Characters

Textual Understanding *
Pronunciation of Syllable Multiple

Single***

for Fundamental Element
of Textual Understanding
Structure **

Relatively Flat

Relatively Hierarchical

Dependency **

Relatively Low

Relatively High

* Fundamental Element of Textual Understanding: is the lowest unit for
linguistically building a complete informative transference from one subject to the other.
** Structure and Dependency: As I mentioned earlier, both Chinese and English
share similar frame from sentence to paragraph, then to article. However, before
sentences, the fundamental elements are very much different. Chinese is graphical, starts
from strokes to character, and characters to word, the Pin-Yin system would just be a
type of compromising to the computer system. On the other side, not only English, but
most alphabetized languages’ fundamental element, namely letters, presents to some
extent how it is pronounced and does not like the character”爱” as an example I gave
early. It seemingly does not offer anything symbolically deeper than that to gain
understanding. For English, “a university graduate will have a vocabulary of around
20,000 word families” [4]. In contrast, because of the character layer that does not exist
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in letter languages, Chinese speakers only need to know around 3,000 characters, then
can almost build any word by re-organizing characters, which alphabetic languages
cannot support. Thus, briefly, English words are more definite and independent to the
other words, which is why people have to learn lots of words. Opposed to English,
Chinese is very dynamic and dependent. Since there is a huge language gap between
each word, I will always leave the original Chinese and then describe it as close as I can
in English.
*** Traditional Chinese did have multi-syllabic pronunciation in the past, but
complex tongue twister no longer remains.

4. The Reliability of Resource
Archaeological evidence likely shows the Dao De Jing has been dug from Ma Wang
Dui (马王堆) during 1973 is the initial version [5] and the others are later edited and
modified version. It divides the 38 chapters of De Jing (德经) as part one and 37 chapters of
Dao Jing (道经) at the second. If the one from Ma Wang Dui is the original version, it
should have been called as De Dao Jing instead of Dao De Jing, and the order is contrary
from the version we are reading today. Moreover, there are only 75 chapters instead of 81.
Upon that, since the superior flexibility of understanding Chinese, the common
Simplified-Chinese translation may be light years away from the original ideas.
However, I believe that all interpretation and description create new cultural values.
Since the common empirical time is somehow always flowing toward the future, the
revealing aspect also directs to the future but not the past. Thus, although some philosophers
may try to seek answers from old sources, they create new problems and epistemologies, one
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of the greatest examples is Heidegger. Heidegger read books in Greek every day in his early
life [6], and in most of his philosophy he displays an attitude that attempts to turn modern
language back to the poetic Greek. His work is very incomprehensible for the general public,
and therefore lots of critiques are not about his ideas but his phrasings [6]. Associated with
the fact that he tried to translate the Dao De Jing without understanding Chinese, his work is
a sum of revelation, interpretation, reinterpretation, and creation simultaneously. Nowadays,
if people discuss western, and even eastern, philosophy during the 20th century, Heidegger
could be considered the most influential. Though his original revelation could somewhat be
summed up as the desire to ask for the purpose of asking the question of Sein (Existing or
Being), the reinterpretation on Greek and Chinese sources established new values. Therefore,
the interpreter is different, the time period is different, the language is different and the
location is different, and finally, the hermeneutics are different. Add up all those differences
together, and new thoughts will be founded, that could be why Philosophy students are
encouraged to study the history of philosophy.

5. Different Daoism
Chinese people usually divide Daoism into two different types:
道家 (Dao Jia), the direct translation would be “Family of Dao”, refers to the “thinking
school” of Daoism. This school had kept interaction with Confucianism, Legalism, Moism,
School of Names, School of Naturalists, and so forth. They all “stole” ideas from each other.
This school has been absorbed and replaced by the Daoism Religion, Zen Buddhism and
Neo-Confucianism since Sui (隋, 581-618 AD) and Tang (唐, 618-906 AD) Dynasty.
道教 (Dao Jiao), as known as the Daoism Religion, that inherits most of philosophical
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ideas from the Thinking School of Daoism. Daoism Religion has also interactively learned
how Buddhism organizes audience through temples and the mystical practices. Finally, by
merging some more familiar concepts (such as Chinese Traditional Medicine system) than
Buddhism to native people, Daoism becomes an organizational religious belief. Similar to
Buddhism, the Daoism Religion had also been developed to a certain type of educational
institution, it keeps doing literary research, both physical and mystical practices and
metaphysical debating. Mountain Wu-Tang（武当山）、Mountain Qing-Cheng（青城山）、
Mountain E-Mei（峨眉山） and Mountain Zhong-Nan（终南山） are some well-known
places that still running the religion business today.
Compared to the Thinking School of Daoism and Daoism Religion, they are just two
different types of manifestations in different time periods for people who had to have a
different form and perspective interpretation of Daoist ideology. People in the Thinking
School are mostly scholars and politicians that represent the elite group in society. They
mainly competed with Confucianism on political issues. However, since Buddhism rushed
into Chinese society during Han (汉, 206BC-220AD) Dynasty, there was no longer only one
“ideology enemy” (Confucianism) for the thinking school, but two: native and foreign. On
the political and practical side, the common interpretation of “small nation and do not bother
people too much,” perhaps is not what most princes would like, especially compared to
Confucianism. On the ethical practice and individual side of things, it does not provide a
healing function like Buddhist slogans, such as “men are born in suffering”. In order to
compete in the marketplace and win the majority of “customers”, Daoism had to evolve.
Today, lots of people may have a stereotype of Daoism as having a pessimistic attitude
toward the world, “just let it go”. This might also be the interpretation of Daoism in the past
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and refers to the interpretation of “let-it-go-attitude”, which could not get involved too much
in politics, and thus they changed their attempt to Buddhism, that is, mysticism. Nowadays,
because the stereotype of Daoist for the public has been already consolidated, most people
will consider that the Daoist Religion is Daoism, but that is important to notice that there
used to be two groups of people who may understand the Dao De Jing differently. People in
the Family of Daoism attempt to consider the scripture of Dao De Jing as a political,
strategically book. In contrast, people belong to Daoism Religion rather to treat the scripture
as their own bible that basically tells everything.

6. Multiple Authors
Although Lao-Tzu is the author of Dao De Jing is a common sense, it is very doubtful. I
have already pointed out that the De Dao Jing from Ma Wang Dui only has 75 chapters. It
implies that the common current version could be a modified version by later people’s (such
as religion Daoists) work. Furthermore, what I will mention later, is in which some chapters
seemingly are quite conflicted to each other. In other words, different chapters seemingly
talk about different level of things. It directs to three possible histories: first guess, Lao-Tzu
as the author, is not a very logical person; second, the present version must have been edited;
or there could be different authors who wrote those chapters, Lao-Tzu is the first writer, the
editor, or the publisher. According to YouLan Feng, “Dao De Jing reflects the common
thoughts of both the earliest Daoists and also some interim ideas on Daoism during the
Warring State Period.” [7] That idea also implies that there could be more than one author.

7.

Special Glossary
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道 (Dao) as the essential core of the entire Daoism system, will also be a great example to
prove my point of view on English and Chinese translation. One of the biggest troubles on
Chinese-English translation, is that there is no way to interpret strokes and what it represents in
English otherwise.
Many modern scholars and Daoists, would like to illustrate 道 by the meaning of the
character. However, about three thousand years ago a substantial amount of linguistic symbols
were still being used metaphorically [8]. In other words, the meaning of words was not that
exactly as what we are saying today. Furthermore, all well-known Daoists in history had clearly
agreed that 道 is not descriptive language. Therefore, if we understand 道 through the
common illustration as “way”, or more clearly, “principles”, it will definitely guide us to a
certain rationalist side that may be confused with the ancient Daoists. Because it shows an
attempt to tell how the world ran through the “way” of being. In other words, the principle of
being and it correspond to some rationalist ideas that believe the world to be built upon absolute
concepts. In contrast to understand the meaning of 道 I would be rather to analyze its shape at
first.
The character 道 can be divided into two main parts: 辶 (chuò) and 首 (shǒu).
Take a look at 辶 at the first, it might not be difficult to associate with a snake by looking at
its graphical shape. It has been developed from the character 辵 (chuò), it means 乍行乍止
(Zha Xing Zha Zhi): Stop for a while and walk for a while, suddenly switch from one status to
the other.” [9] The interpretation on 辶, can also be very much correspondent to the association
of the snake, because a snake would usually creep by switching between stop and go.
首 can be divided by one more step:艹 and 目, this separation may not be very exact: 艹
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means grass, in this particular case, it can also mean hair; 目 is eye. (Shuo Wen Jie Zi). The
combination of these two parts should be a head, and that is what the character 首 means.
Based upon the foregoing interpretation of those two parts, what do a “stop and go” snake
and human head build?

The picture above is an antique fabric. The two snake-human are Nü-Wa and Fu-Xi, who are
two emperors in conventional Chinese mythology (some people comment that Nü-Wa is female,
but it does not really matter to this case.), associated with the shape of Dao and how Heidegger
translates Dao in alphabetic language (god), we may probably believe that what the Dao De Jing
is describing is a type of god or spirit. Nonetheless, from the chapters I will interpret, it does not
rely on morality or beauty, but power, surviving and harmonization, which is extremely different
from the Abrahamic God.
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8. My Function
Most Chinese scholars describe Dao De Jing by a Chinese idiom “微言大义”, the
definition of that idiom would be very close to the word “truth” in English: 微 means
“tiny,” 言 means “words”, 大 means “great” or “huge”, 义 means “virtue”. In a
combination of those four characters, it means to describe things critically deep in a very
few words. All 81 chapters of the modern version of Dao De Jing, only have approximately
5,000 Chinese characters. For my own normal reading speed in Chinese, it only requires at
most 5 minutes. However, if all people read Dao De Jing in the 5-minutes-way, would there
have never had a great Daoism culture and thoughts. Some chapters talk about the Dao of
Universe (or heaven) and then apply it to the human being on both society and individual
aspects. Some chapters talk about the policy and how to be a good king. Some chapters talk
about how to be a good person, and the others combine different parts together. Therefore, it
is very feasible to do all chapters together in one thesis though I am working on that for later
projects. I will only focus on the chapters that obviously make me able to exchange with
western-metaphysical ideas. Despite the fact that as a type of relativist in the Westerner
category at present, I still have no idea about what metaphysics is because all metaphysics is
physics to me.
In this project, I will cover Chapter 1, Chapter 4, Chapter 14, Chapter 25, Chapter 40,
Chapter 42 and Chapter 77. The reason I chose them is mainly because it seems that those
chapters directly challenge and make a discussion of the 道 (Dao), which in western
philosophy could be considered as the construction of metaphysics.
Some westerner philosophers may be seen as arrogant in so far as they do not usually
doubt their own ideas. In other words, those people are practicing subjective-absolutism in a
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way. I personally reject this attitude but I would still practice it in this thesis, so in order to
make the audiences to understand me, I believe it is important to indicate some relevant
biases that I evince. Firstly, as a Chinese, I am a Daoist adherent because of the “religious
patriotism”. I do not honestly enjoy most other foreign religions. Second, in terms of
different western philosophical schools, for some traditional meta-physicists (especially
Plato-like) philosophy is similar to using different bricks to build a house and tell other
people the house is the truth. That attitude is completely unacceptable to me. Therefore I am
mainly impacted by the “power-ologists” such as Nietzsche, Heidegger, Sartre and Foucault
because their idea would be easy to equate with Chinese, especially Daoist, terminologies.
Which illustrates the world is a progress but not a house. Therefore I will have some
interpretations base on the construction of power.
I will mainly apply three different references to my interpretation: “Lao Tsu Tao Te
Ching: A New Translation By Gia-Fu Feng And Jane English” [10]. The title already tells
that this book is a cooperative work between a Chinese speaker and an English Speaker.
Since different Chinese versions may have different choices on some specific characters, I
will treat the Chinese source on that book as official because too much different “official”
versions may cause non-official ones. The subsequent book is “A Source Book In Chinese
Philosophy” [11], compiled by Wing-Tsit Chan, who should be a bilingual scholar. Both of
those two resources are direct to the common split version so it will be easy to contrast in
between. Moreover, because the different background of the two books’ authors are different,
audience may understand why Chinese hermeneutics is so diverse. Also, those two books
were published around the 1970s, the close range of dates helps to contrast them. For the last
reference, it will be my personal interpretation.
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In this thesis, I will always post the original Chinese from the first reference, leave a
common split-on-hand version afterward, and then copy translation from both two books. I
will also apply the same process to my own translation. However, in case there are
differences arising from the splitting of the sentences, I will red-mark the differences
between the common version and mine. After those parts have been done, I will give a
comparison, criticism and commentary on both of their translation/interpretation and my
understanding of Dao De Jing. For the purpose of comprehending the characters, I will
consult the Xin-Hua Dictionary [12], the official dictionary from the government as the only
reliable source to finish my hermeneutics.
Once again, I am not attempting to approach what the authors of the Dao De Jing originally
say, but treating Dao De Jing as a vehicle, to illustrate and construct the association with my
own thoughts. I am not a type of Westerner philosopher, whoever seemingly pretends to illustrate
truth absolutely. My interpretation could be very wrong compared to the original. This is a not
an excuse because criticisms are always very welcome, but a reminder to the audience to think
about how we treat our ordinary life through my attitude and with what attitude my
interpretation should be read.
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Interpretations
Chapter 1
Original:

Common Split Version:

My Split Version:

道可道非常道名可名

道可道，非常道，名

道可道，非常道，名

非常名无名天地之始有名

可名，非常名。无名，天

可名，非常名。无，名天

万物之母故常无欲以观其

地之始，有名，万物之母。

地之始，有，名万物之母。

妙常有欲以观其徼此两者

故常有欲，以观其妙，常

故常无，欲以观其妙，故

同出而异名同谓之元元之

有欲，以观其徼。此两者

常有，欲以观其徼。此两

又元众妙之门。

同出而异名，同谓之元。

者同出而异名，同谓之元。

元之又元，众妙之门。

元之又元，众妙之门。

Interpretations:
The first line will be Gia-Fu and Jane’s, and the second will be Chan’s translation, and the
third will be mine (All following chapters will be the same), different split on Chinese will be
red-marked up:
道可道，非常道。
The Tao (Dao) that can be told is not the eternal Tao (Dao).
The Tao (Dao) that can be told is not the eternal Tao (Dao).
The Dao we are able to discuss literally, is only a linguistic representation but not the
immortal Dao itself.

名可名，非常名。
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The name that can be named is not the eternal name.
The name that can be named is not the eternal name.
The names we define things, are just conceptions but not eternal names of the thing itself.

无名，天地之始，
The nameless is the beginning of heaven and earth.
The Nameless is the origin of Heaven and Earth.
无，名天地之始，
None-being, is namely the origin of our world.

有名，万物之母。
The named is the mother of ten thousand things.
The Named is the mother of all things.
有，名万物之母。
Being, is namely the source of all separated things.

故常无欲，以观其妙，
Ever desireless, one can see the mystery.
Therefore let there always be non-being so we may see their subtlety.
故常无，欲以观其妙，
In order to find the essences of the world, we have to universalize all things as none-being,
and thus no name.
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故常有欲，以观其徼，
Ever Desiring, one can see the manifestations.
And let there always be being so we may see their outcome.
故常有，欲以观其徼。
In order to find the boundary of things, we have to regulate all things into being, and thus
can name then conceptualize them.

此两者同出而异名，同谓之元。
These two spring from the same source but differ in name; this appears as darkness.
The two are the same but after they are produced, they have different names. They both may
be called deep and profound. (hsuan / xuan /yuan)
Being and None-Being, come from the same place, and the same place is 元
(Yuan/Xuan/Hsuan), namely the original source.

元之又元，众妙之门。
Darkness within darkness, the gate to all mystery.
Deeper and more profound, the door of all subtleties!
There always is one source behind one the other, as the key to open a few doors of the
essences.

Comparison and Commentary:
First of all, Gia-Fu and Jane took this translation very literally, which may be confusing to
some people. Chan’s work gives little more detailed interpretation on some words and it is the
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translation style I personally preferred: translation is based upon different language that cannot
be equally exchanged. Thus, interpretation is much better than translation for meaningful things.
Furthermore, refers to a postmodern view. Even if the reinterpretation has been done by same
language, there will be lots of subjective difference on the same text. Therefore, the
“approaching style” should have been abandoned on some appropriate level.
The main differences I made in contrast to the common-split-version, are in the second part
of this chapter. The Common-split-version leaves it as 无名，天地之始，有名，万物之母。故
常有欲，以观其妙，常有欲，以观其徼。My version is 无，名天地之始，有，名万物之母。
故常无，欲以观其妙，常有，欲以观其徼。 I changed positions of the characters “名” (means
name) and “欲” (means desires to).
The reason I do so, is because I believe this chapter is for discussing being (有) and
non-being (无). The idea of “name” (名) emphasizes man’s engagement with the world and Dao.
Jean-Paul Satre has a similar idea for this certain engagement. In his case,
“ontology is primarily descriptive and classificatory, whereas metaphysics purports to
be causally explanatory, offering accounts of the ultimate origins and ends of individuals
and of the universe as a whole. Unlike Heidegger, however, Sartre does not try to combat
metaphysics as a deleterious undertaking. He simply notes in a Kantian manner that it raises
questions we cannot answer. On the other hand, he subtitles Being and Nothingness a
“Phenomenological Ontology.” Its descriptive method moves from the most abstract to the
highly concrete. It begins by analyzing two distinct and irreducible categories or kinds of
being: the in-itself (en-soi) and the for-itself (pour-soi), roughly the nonconscious and
consciousness respectively, adding a third, the for-others (pour-autrui), later in the book. He
concludes with a sketch of the practice of “existential psychoanalysis” that interprets our
actions to uncover the fundamental project that unifies our lives” [13].
Before Nietzsche, pragmatism and phenomenology, most western philosophers did not apply
the term “change” to their metaphysics very well. “Heidegger says, words are not nouns but all
verbs!” [14] When those philosophers were trying to play a role as witnesses of truth, they might
somewhat have ignored the possibility of words themselves changing. Therefore their idea might
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show an ignorance on change. Their name on terms could be very static and unchangeable.
Sartre emphasizes the idea of objectification, which has the similar meaning of naming in this
chapter. Upon that, Language always attempts to fix phenomena as objects. Although both
American pragmatists and one of the “teachers” who influenced Sartre the most, Heidegger
provides the idea of Dasein with the saying “man is a progress”. By this interpretation of the Dao
De Jing, the progress cannot be named either and we will always attempt to understand this
progress as a result because language “fixes it”. In this sense, both pragmatists and Heidegger’s
followers contradict themselves between the dependency of language and the belief of “man is a
process”: on one hand, man has been fixed into words, on the other hand, those philosophers use
fixed words to describe a process. It segregates human and nature, as what pragmatists announce,
people are approaching to truth by whatever function works [15]. It is similar to how the
organization of pixels work on a computer screen: all pixels are square but because each of them
is too small, which is even smaller than the smallest cognitive unit human eyes can discern, the
pixels can perform curves wonderfully. In other words, a high-resolution screen can cheat human
perception beautifully. Nonetheless, the ultimate questions should not be “approached” in the
same way as how a screen cheats human perception. The Dao De Jing already points out why
western people changed the major concern of philosophy to language during the 20th century,
and finally “murdered philosophy” with Derrida [16].
Some scholars, such as YouLan Feng, take the term “name” as a criticism that Lao-Tzu
made to the School of Names [7]. Which I can hardly agree with. This whole chapter seemingly
attempts to describe what Lao-Tzu thinks about 有 (Being) and 无 (Non-Being). Name is the
engagement between nature and nurture.
Furthermore, since this chapter should be a very focused discussion about Being and
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Non-Being, it does not work well to involve being-desired-to and being-not-desired-to, it would
be rough in the context, so I left the character “欲” (Yu, means to be desired to) to the next
sentence. Thence, it could be an understanding in which Lao-Tzu and all audiences are willing to
know the world.
This chapter may also show the Daoists’ epistemology: they are trying to think about the
world more perspectivaly and dynamically. It could be very helpful if we exchange Sartre’s
in-itself (refers to non-being, 无 , means the phenomenon that has not been found by
consciousness) and for-itself (being, 有, means the phenomenon that grows and sync with
consciousness together) to understand the non-being and being though they have some
fundamental differences. Non-Being does not mean existence the term does not exist,
nonetheless, it cannot be found at present. Although later chapters re-illustrate their dialectical
attitude a few times, the present majority on interpreting the Dao De Jing does not seemingly
take this attitude seriously, but isolates those chapters as such independent interpretation.
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Chapter 4

Original:

Common and My Split Version:
道冲而用之或不盈，渊兮似万物之宗。

道冲而用之或不盈渊兮似万物之宗挫
其锐解其纷和其光同其尘湛兮其若存吾不

挫其锐，解其纷，和其光，同其尘。湛兮

知谁之子象帝之先。

其若存，吾不知谁之子，象帝之先。

Interpretations:
道冲而用之或不盈，

The Tao (Dao) is an empty vessel; it is used, but never filled.
Tao is empty (like a bowl), It may be used but its capacity is never exhausted.
Through hiding and moving, the Dao covers the static imperfection of the world.

渊兮似万物之宗。

Oh, Unfathomable source of ten thousand things!
It is bottomless, perhaps the ancestor of all things.
Its hiding is even deeper than the source of different things.
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挫其锐，解其纷，和其光，同其尘。

Blunt the sharpness, Untangle the knot, Soften the glare, Merge with dust.
It blunts its sharpness, it unities its tangles. It softens its light. It becomes one with the dusty
world.
This hiding blunts all beings’ sharpness. It eliminates all masses. It blurs all thing’s
characteristics, which make all being as a part of the progress of world.

湛兮其若存，

Oh, hidden deep but ever present!
Deep and still, it appears to exist forever.
Its existence seems obvious but not clear.

吾不知谁之子，象帝之先。

I do not know from whence it comes. It is the forefather of the emperors.
I do not know whose son it is. It seems to have existed before the Lord.
I cannot tell anything else it belongs to, but much beyond our ancestors.
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Comparison and Commentary:
The first difference in this chapter between my translation and the other two is the
understanding of the character “或” (Huo/Yu, means “or” or “but”/protect). They both translate
it as the meaning “but”, however, I believe the meaning “protect” (as the same meaning as the
character 域, it should be a “通假字”, so called a “borrowed character”) would be the better. If
we understand the character as “protect”, then the character 盈(Ying) could be “perfect” instead
of “full”. Thence, the understanding of the first sentence could be “to protect the static imperfect
world through moving.” Which means, if world in-itself is a perfect-static status, it does not need
anything to exchange from one object to the other. Things should have and would always remain
the same. If we frame any phenomenon without time flowing, the status of that phenomenon
should not be perfect because the limitation of human imagination can only work in a certain
amount of concepts. For example, in a simple chemical reaction, C+O2 =Fire= CO2. In any
moment of the progress of this equation, carbon and oxygen are always looking for each other;
they both need exchange. Exchanging or flowing in this case, covers the imperfection that
humans make and extends the existence of each independent object.
This understanding, then, implies the self-realization of scarcity regardless of extension or
temporality. Each limited object would have a self-realization of scarcity because like Carbon
and Oxygen, they are always interacting until the end. That is to say, all being has a certain
awareness of the economic: all objects need some “goods” from outside. For human, the
manifestation is mainly power and authority. We have invented the finance system as a
measurement of how much power we as an individual are able to address. Sooner or later, the
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internet was invented and thus the form of power has somewhat been divided from money to
information, or so called knowledge: to address power, people do not have to purchase their
wealth (seriously speaking, they still have to pay for the hardware such as internet and devices),
but just speak. Foucault says “power is everywhere” [17], this idea is also a significant idea of
my personal belief. But for now, I will stop the discussion about power for this chapter and talk
about it through later chapters.
Upon that, the following sentence “挫其锐，解其纷，和其光，同其尘。” describes the
performance of power: money will transfer from one individual to the other. Knowledge seems
more advanced; it copies and evolves itself by newer hermeneutics. Both money and knowledge,
nevertheless, play the procedure of transference from one limited object to the other. In this case,
different individuals are all objects and proletariats of the grand power. No matter how humans
evolve, there are always two foundational desires: to survive and to be faithful to our ideology,
but sometimes they may entangle with each other. Assuming that we look at humans from a
God-like point of view, we are just the parts of the dust for the entire universe in progress.
Therefore, in some Daoists’ view, because of our limitations, the spiritual freedom would be not
trying to satisfy anyone’s personal will, but be within the tempo of our natural world.
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Chapter 14
Original:

Common Split Version:

My Split Version:

视之不见名曰夷听之不闻

视之不见名曰夷，听之不

视之不见名，曰夷，听之

名曰希搏之不得名曰微此

闻名曰希，搏之不得名曰

不闻名，曰希，搏之不得

三者不可致诘故混而为一

微。此三者不可致诘，故

名，曰微。此三者不可致

其上不皎其下不昧绳绳兮

混而为一。其上不皎，其

诘，故混而为一。其上不

不可名复归於无物是谓无

下不昧，绳绳兮不可名，

皎，其下不昧，绳绳兮不

状之状无物之象是谓惚恍

复归於无物，是谓无状之

可名，复归於无物，是谓

迎之不见其首随之不见其

状，无物之象。是谓惚恍。

无状之状，无物之象。是

後古之道以御今之有能知

迎之不见其首，随之不见

谓惚恍。迎之不见其首，

古始是谓道纪。

其後。执古之道，以御今

随之不见其後。执古之道，

之有，能知古始，是谓道

以御今之有，能知古始，

纪。

是谓道纪。

Interpretations:
视之不见名曰夷，听之不闻名曰希，搏之不得名曰微。
Look, it cannot be seen,—— it is beyond form. Listen, it cannot be heard —— It is beyond
sound. Grasp, it cannot be held —— it is intangible.
We look at it and do not see it; Its name is the invisible. We listen to it and do not hear it; Its
name is the Inaudible. We touch it and do not find it; Its name is the Subtle (formless).
视之不见名，曰夷，听之不闻名，曰希，搏之不得名，曰微。
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Look and see no difference, it means the phenomenon is smooth; listen and hear no
difference, it means the phenomenon is silent; grab and touch no difference, means the
phenomenon is too tiny.

此三者不可致诘，故混而为一。
These three are indefinable; Therefore they are joined in one.
These three cannot be further inquired into, And hence merge into one.
Thus sensations similar to those three, are indefinable differently. They must coordinate with
each other to be one.

其上不皎，其下不昧，
From above it is not bright; From below it is not dark;
Going up high, it is not bright, and coming down low, it is not dark.
The One is neither bright as the brightest, nor secluded as the most secluded.

绳绳兮不可名，复归於无物，
An unbroken thread beyond description. It returns to nothingness.
Infinite and boundless, it cannot be given any name; It reverts to nothingness.
The Brightness and secluding twine each other for no such difference, thus turning to no
object.

是谓无状之状，无物之象。是谓惚恍。
The form of the formless, The image of the imageless, It is called indefinable and beyond
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imagination.
This is called shape without shape, Form (Hsiang) without object. It is the Vague and
Elusive.
It is the existence without form, phenomenon without objects. It is so called Blur.

迎之不见其首，随之不见其後。
Stand before it and there is no beginning. Follow it and there is no end.
Meet it and you will not see its head. Follow it and you will not see its back.
The one has no head and no tail from either the front or the back.

执古之道，以御今之有，能知古始，是谓道纪。
Stay with the ancient Tao (Dao), Move with the present. Knowing the ancient beginning is
the essence of Tao (Dao).
Hold on to the Tao (Dao) of old in order to master the things of the present. From this one
may know the primeval beginning [of the universe]. This is called the bond of Tao (Dao).
If we stay with the eternal Dao, we can drive all being at present and also infer back to what
happened in the past. I call this behavior obedience to Dao.
Comparison and Commentary:
In this chapter, to gain a better understanding of the character “名”, I change its inside
meaning from “name” to “difference”. We would recognize and name things by how an objects’
feature differ from the environment, thus name tells difference and there will be no name
otherwise. When we are asking for someone’s name, we somehow bracket all the person’s
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features by his name. Thus I split “名” differently from the common version. Associated with the
first chapter, if there is no difference, there is no object and thus no name. We as limited human
beings would not be able to perceive those invisible differences through our physical senses. For
instance, we literally touch atoms all the time but our skin cannot empirically tell us without
tools. Before the invention of some technologies, lots of things (names) did not really exist in our
mind. The so called smoothness, silence, and tiny-ness are too much beyond and prior than the
ability of the senses. Therefore we cannot infer back to the origin, but only mix them into one
thing. Refer to the Special Glossary, the “one” is close to the Abraham religions’ idea of God. It
is begining-less and endless.
Therefore, this chapter on one hand, is corresponding to the first chapter. In which it tells our
limitation, engagement with phenomenon. On the other hand, associated with the Glossary of 道,
it seems telling an Abrahamic Religion’s God in a way. Our perception is too poor to perceive
this greatness. The rest could also be understood as being with the eternal god.
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Chapter 25
Original:
有物混成先天地生寂

Common Split Version:
有物混成，先天地生。

My Split Version:
有物混成，先天地生。

兮寥兮独立而不改周行而

寂兮寥兮，独立而不改，

寂兮寥兮，独立而不改?

不殆可以为天地母吾不知

周行而不殆，可以为天地

周行而不殆，可以为天地

其名强字之曰道强为之名

母。吾不知其名，强字之

母。吾不知其名，强字之

曰大曰逝逝曰远远曰反故

曰：道，强为之名曰：大。

曰：道，强为之名曰：大。

道大天大地大人亦大域中

大曰逝，逝曰远，远曰反。

大曰逝，逝曰远，远曰反。

有四大而人居其一焉人法

故道大，天大，地大，人

故道大，天大，地大，人

地地法天天法道道法自

亦大。域中有四大，而人

亦大。域中有四大，而人

然。

居其一焉。人法地，地法

居其一焉。人法地，地法

天，天法道，道法自然。

天，天法道，道法自然。

Interpretations:
有物混成，先天地生。
Something mysteriously formed, born before heaven and earth.
There was something undifferentiated and yet complete, which existed before heaven and
earth.
There is something forming the chaos, more prior than the world.

寂兮寥兮，独立而不改，
In the silence and the void, standing alone and unchanging.
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Soundless and formless, it depends on nothing and does not change.
寂兮寥兮，独立而不改？
It is soundless and shapeless, how can it not to be changed?

周行而不殆，可以为天地母。
Ever present and in motion, perhaps it is the mother of ten thousand things.
It operates everywhere and is free from danger. It may be considered the mother of the
universe.
It wills to be the best and keeps the cyclical flow, which causes the existence of the present
world.

吾不知其名，强字之曰：道，强为之名曰：大。
I do not know its name, call it Tao (Dao), for lack of a better word, I call it great.
I do not know its name; I call it Tao (Dao). If forced to give it a name, I shall call it Great.
I cannot define anything about it, but in order to let you know the existence of it, I forced
myself to name it Dao. As to its will and operation to be the best, I call it the will to be
comforting.

大曰逝，逝曰远，远曰反。
Being great, it flows. It flows far away. Having gone far, it returns.
Now being great means functioning everywhere. Functioning everywhere means
far-reaching. Being far-reaching means returning to the original point.
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Comfort will pass away, which causes a certain distance, and distance causes interaction.

故道大，天大，地大，人亦大。
Therefore, Tao (Dao) is great; heaven is great; earth is great; the king is also great.
Therefore, Tao is great. Heaven is great. Earth is great. And the king is also great.
So the Dao is trying to be comforting. The Universe is trying to be comforting. Earth is
trying to be comforting and so does man.

域中有四大，而人居其一焉。
These are the four great powers of the universe, and king is one of them.
There are four great things in the universe, and the king is one of them.
In the limitation of human perception, there are four types of observable comfort, and human
is also one of those four.

人法地，地法天，天法道，道法自然。
Man follows the earth. Earth follows heaven. Heaven follows the Tao (Dao). Tao follows
what is natural.
Man models himself after Earth, Earth models itself after Heaven. Heaven models itself after
Tao (Dao). And Tao models itself after Nature.
Man interactively regulates earth, earth interactively regulates universe, universe
interactively regulates Dao, and Dao regulates both itself and the interactions of everything.

Comparison and Commentary:
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The main differences I have with the two common understandings are the sentence “独立而
不改” and the character “大”. Moreover, they interpret “域” as “the universe”. It implies Dao is
“lower than the universe”, and it does not work very well with the meaning for the full chapter.
First of all, for the sentence “独立而不改” (stay alone and unchanging), the two authors
both believe it is a description. But if it is perfect and unchanging, the following sentence “周行
而不殆” (tirelessly and circularly moving) cannot linguistically and logically make sense. Those
two sentences do share the same grammar structure and perhaps can easily be understood as a
pair of parallel sentences that some Chinese writers would love to practice, but from their
interpretation, it is a contradiction unless the contradiction is what the authors are willing to
highlight.
Since the way they interpret it cannot be logically proven, I change the understanding of the
sentence “独立而不改” as a question, so the full expansion of it should be “岂能独立而不改
乎？” (How could it stay alone and not change?) Then the following “周行而不殆” and its
expansion“其必周行而不殆也” (It must remain change circularly) is a description and answer.
The answer is telling that moving is the first priority of our phenomenon world.
The second difference is the character of “大”. Common comprehension usually understands
from the literary meaning, which is “big”, “huge”, “great” or “large”. However, I believe it is a
“通假字” (replacing character). It borrows “太” (Tai) and “太” sometimes borrows “泰” (Tai)
and means the will to be comforting. If we understand it as big, the following description could
be “Big flows, flows far and returns. Thus Dao is big, the universe is big, earth is big and man is
big, man is one of the big fours.” Again, it seems not work very well. Why and how big flows?
As what? On the other side, if we understand “大” as “泰” as the will to be comforting, the
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whole interpretation will be: Comfort will pass away, far far away, and it “returns”. The Dao is
one will to be comforting, so do the universe, earth and man. In human perception, there are four
wills to be comforting and man is one of them. Tragically, in order to gain the best quality of
comforting, man must interact to earth. Earth must interact with the universe and the universe
must interact with the Dao. The Dao is the foundation for everything and thus, nothing else can
escape from its power. I refer readers to the association with power as presented in the
reinterpretation of Chapter 4, where it discusses the power connections between one and the
others.
For the character “域” here, both of the two translators translate it as a type of spacial
extensity. If so, the Dao could not be prior than being and non-being and since Daoists establish
the Dao as the greatest term, it does not sound applicable. I understand it better as the human
limitation of perceiving things. Thus, man in a way, also regulates the earth, universe and Dao
among the limitation of perception. Thence, “big four” all regulate each other interactively. This
relation is what I called the struggling. The Dao De Jing’s description seems linear, but the
phenomenon that we are able to empirically experience would be much more complicated. We
do not necessarily think about the power radiation each individual can make to earth, universe
and the Dao, but rather about the different level of groups inside of the “grand human being”:
family, community, region, society, nation, continent, etc. Even in physical phenomena, the
waves of water interfere with the others, and the interference causes other smaller interferences,
and so forth. The inter-reflection of power is similar, it could never stop its flowing by even one
tiniest decision the individual had made. Thus, the Dao regulates both itself and everything else
because it is both the beginning and the final end. The common understanding may cause
Heidegger’s conceptual four fold (Das Geviert) for the relationship between man and the world,
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the difference is that he replaces Dao by the term God. However, from the special glossary, Dao
and God are quite similar to the one the other. Nevertheless, from my understanding, the
relationship between man and universe cannot be addressed as following figure because it is over
complex. It is keeping the struggling process and maybe will never stop.

To explain below the diagram by means of an extensive yet clarifying citation:
“Martin Heidegger relates to his key concept of "fourfold" as a central aspect of dwelling
[18]. The four elements of the fourfold are: earth and sky, divinities, and mortals. The fourfold
is a kind of fullness which is a part of dwelling. This unity of the fourfold cannot be divided into
its components and each one of these can only be what it is only when the others are kept in
mind. Therefore, Heidegger claims, a man is not only a being in the world, but a part of the
fourfold of earth, sky, divinities and mortals.
Earth
Earth is the supporting ground on which we stride. It supports us in the most physical sense and
also by nurturing, watering and providing for us. Despite its perceived stability, the earth as part
of the fourfold is an elusive element.
Sky
The sky as part of Heidegger's fourfold as the sky in their usual referential meaning but they
have some additional layers of meaning. Human beings' gaze towards the sky gives birth the
metaphors that reflect the fact that we are always both here but also "beyond". Therefore "sky" as
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a part of the fourfold are a spiritual component relating to eternity.
Mortals
The mortals in Heidegger's fourfold are human beings. Relating to mankind as mortals
emphasizes our finiteness and instability of our existence. Only through "memto mori", the
remembering of our inevitable death, can we come to terms with our essential nature. By this
we can sustain a proper dwelling which leads, according to Heidegger, to a "good death" as
human beings which in not nothingness but rather our essential nature.
Divinities
Following Holderlin, Heidegger understands the divinities as the most basic criterion of
mankind. God for Heidegger is a poetic fiction, an anonymous creator and provider. And it is
through his anonymity that god sets the standards for dwelling in the world, by his concealed
presence in everything that surrounds us.
Heidegger's fourfold is the unity of earth, sky, mortals and divinities. It is part of our being in
space and the site in which dwelling takes place. Human beings provide access to the fourfold by
being a part of it and by their dwelling, sustaining the fourfold and its unity.
In this fourfold unity humans exist in their dwelling which is "done right" by "sparing the
earth" and maintaining its true nature without exploiting it. Dwelling according the Heidegger is
accepting the sky as sky, with their blessing and atrocities. Dwelling is also constituted by
"awaiting the divinities as divinities" and by recognizing our limited existence. “[19]
It seems that Heidegger engaged the Dao De Jing very early in his philosophy career, it
should not be difficult for my clever audience to find the similarities between the common
understanding of this chapter and his Das Geviert, which both describe the external limitation of
being a human. But they seemingly ignored the “counter attack” that humans can make to the
other three, whose existence our thoughts shape. That is why I kept using the word
“interactively” in my reinterpretation.
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Chapter 40
Original:
反者道之动弱者道之用天下万物生于
有有生于无

Common Split Version and mine:
反者道之动；弱者道之用。天下万物
生于有，有生于无。

Interpretations:
反者道之动；弱者道之用。

Returning is the motion of the Tao (Dao). Yielding is the way of the Tao (Dao).
Reversion is the action of Tao (Dao). Weakness is the function of Tao (Dao).
All reactions are the action of Dao. All deaths are the effect of Dao.

天下万物生于有，有生于无。

The ten thousand things are born of being. Being is born of not being.
All things in the world come from being. And being comes from non-being.
All objects come from being, and being comes from non-being.
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Comparison and Commentary:
I agree with most of the translation that the other three people did for this chapter. The only
disagreement is about the sentence “弱者道之用”. I understand the character “弱” as ‘death’
from its classic meaning, and they understand the character from the common sense. The direct
translation in English would be ‘weak’. It is not difficult to say that those two meanings are quite
close to each other. However, our understanding of the character “用” is different. They
seemingly understand it as a verb, which refers to English words such as “apply” or “utilize”.
Oppositely, I understand it as a noun, which refers to the meaning of “purpose”, “target”,
“effect”, “achievement,” etc. It seems close, but the standpoint could be very far away from each
other: their translation builds on a typical Chinese imagination, that is, to be soft, to be weak, and
to consider non-involvement. My interpretation sounds nasty by saying that “Death is the effect
of Dao”. However, the “sacrifice” of all individual objects is absolutely the progress of the world
as a whole being. No man remembers a “personal name” of the cells or atoms that compose
him … the same applies to the universe, I assume. Associated with my reinterpretation of
previous chapters, the term power, the struggling, and the understanding of human as a
substitutable part of the universe. Once again, it tells our weakness and limitation compared to
the magnificent world and what is behind.
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Chapter 42
Original:

Common Split Version:

My Split Version:

道生一一生二二生三

道生一，一生二，二

道生一一，生二二，

三生万物万物负阴而抱阳

生三，三生万物。万物负

生三三，生万物。万物负

冲气以为和人之所恶唯孤

阴而抱阳，冲气以为和。

阴而抱阳，冲气以为和。

寡不榖而王公以为称故物

人之所恶，唯孤、寡、不

人之所恶，唯孤、寡、不

或损之而益或益之而损人

榖，而王公以为称。故物

榖，而王公以为称。故物

之所教我亦教之强梁者不

或损之而益，或益之而损。

或损之而益，或益之而损。

得其死吾将以为教父。

人之所教，我亦教之。强

人之所教，我亦教之。强

梁者不得其死，吾将以为

梁者不得其死，吾将以为

教父。

教父。

Interpretations:
道生一，一生二，二生三，三生万物。
The Tao (Dao) begot one. One begot two. Two begot three. And three begot the ten
thousand things.
Tao (Dao) produced the One. The One produced the two. The Two produced the ten
thousand things.
道生一一，生二二，生三三，生万物。
Dao lights one and one, two and two, three and three, and thus everything becomes.
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万物负阴而抱阳，冲气以为和。
The ten thousand things carry Yin and embrace Yang. They achieve harmony by combining
these forces.
The ten thousand things carry the yin and embrace the Yang and through the blending of the
material force (Chi) they achieve harmony.
Everything hugging the sunlight by bearing shade, which achieves a harmonization with the
changing world.

人之所恶，唯孤、寡、不榖，而王公以为称。
Men hate to be “Orphaned,” “widowed,” or “worthless,” But this is how kings and lords
describe themselves.
People hate to be orphaned, the lonely ones, and the unworthy. And yet kings and lords call
themselves by these names.
What the most ordinary people dislike, are solitary and oligarchy, which the kings mostly
call themselves.

故物或损之而益，或益之而损。
For one gains by losing And loses by gaining.
Therefore it is often the case that things gain by losing and lose by gaining.
However, for each specific item, the rule of opportunity cost is always there: we gain some
benefit by losses, or lose by benefits.

人之所教，我亦教之。
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What others teach, I also teach.
What others have taught, I teach also.
This is what the ancestors tell me and also everyone else.

强梁者不得其死，吾将以为教父。
“A violent man will die a violent death.” This will be the essence of my teaching.
“Violent and fierce people do not die a natural death.” I shall make this the father (basis or
starting point) of my teaching.
The starting point is: The man who wants to fix power on himself eternally cannot stay a
natural being for long.

Comparison and Commentary:
For this chapter, there are lots of differences between their (or the common) comprehension
and mine.
For the first sentence, they both apply the common splitting: “道生一，一生二，二生三，
三生万物。” (the one born from Dao, two born from one and three from two, thus everything
becomes.) It works well and seems to correspond to the following sentences and even the other
chapters. This comprehension establishes a clear progressive hierarchical structure of the world.
That is to say, as long as there is a being, that is one. Man can easily find the opposition for it
conceptually, so we call it two. After that, since man realizes that both sides of the two’s value
are applicable, someone will unify the two, which makes three. This progress causes everything.
My splitting is a little different: 道生一一，生二二，生三三，生万物。(Dao lights one and
one, two and two, three and three, and thus everything becomes.) Refers to an early example I
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gave about interferences in Chapter 25, the difference is, their interpretation is progressive in a
logical linear way, but mine shows a function of multitasking. In other words, their interpretation
is very mechanistic, but I gave more importance to the interference among objects. In the
previous chapter, I wrote of “struggling”, which refers to the extremely complex interaction
between objects in the world. If the world is only linearly logical (it may do for human), linear
logic must be the only truth for the world. However, I refer readers again to the earlier example
of interference between one waves with the others; linear logic seems cannot be entirely
achieved and measured mathematically exactly. Furthermore, In Chapter 4 and 14, the authors
already point out that the Dao is somewhat vague, so “one causes two and two causes three” and
so forth sounds very mathematical and could not be persuasively acceptable. If we apply my
splitting, it shows the struggling of the world: one and one is either a pair or two, but also itself
at the meantime; two and two are two itself, but also one pair of two and two pairs of one
simultaneously; three is much more complexity then, therefore everything becomes.
For the second sentence, “万物负阴而抱阳，冲气以为和。” The two sets of translators
understand the harmonization by embracing Yin（阴） and Yang（阳）. This idea, ignores the
evolution and struggling relationship among things, but treats the world and objects as static, as
terms that singly work between negative and positive. Again, by applying the example of
interference of water waves, this is not achievable from the previous interpretation I have given.
Therefore, I interpret the character “负” as meaning “背负”, that is “bear” or “suffer”. Then the
entire meaning is quite crucial and relevant to be accepted: All things suffer from negative (for
what they don’t need) demand and thus they want to get the positive. This motivation causes the
balance of the universe. In human experience, it seems no object can exist statically without
motivation and movement, all things must coordinate, cooperate and build a larger unit for their
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survival. Even a rock has to play an operational role for human beings to change and evolve
themselves.
There is another point that seems a technical error for the author of this chapter: The
characters “孤”、“寡” do mean orphaned and alone, but the reason kings used those characters to
refer to themselves during the Zhou dynasty was to emphasize their authority and aristocracy.
They both can mean oligarchy too, so it should not be a self-effacing but instead, an honorific
calling for the kings themselves. Only “不榖” (No child or Virtueless) is a title for self-warning
if those kings do bad things [12], thus I ignored it. It is commonly known that Lao-Tzu used to
be the head of the national library and librarian in the state of Zhou. This error does not seem
make sense then. Therefore, in order to revise this mistake, I reverse the meaning for the next
character “故”, which usually means “therefore”, “so”, “upon the previous”; but it sometimes it
can be applied to the meaning of “oppositely” [12], that is what I need. Then I modified the full
meaning of those two sentences from “In order to balance their strength that most people would
not feel likely, kings apply the awful title for calling themselves, therefore we must gain with
pain or pain with gain.” to “Most people hate the domination, which kings want to emphasizes
by calling themselves. However, oppositely, whenever we gain something, we lost something
either.” Which means, it is impossible for kings to retain their strength all the time.
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Chapter 77
Original:

Common and My Split Version：

天之道其犹张弓欤高者抑之下者举之

天之道，其犹张弓欤？高者抑之，下

有馀者损之不足者补之天之道损有馀而补

者举之；有馀者损之，不足者补之。天之

不足人之道则不然损不足以奉有馀孰能有

道，损有馀而补不足。人之道，则不然，

馀以奉天下唯有道者是以圣人为而不恃功

损不足以奉有馀。孰能有馀以奉天下，唯

成而不处其不欲见贤。

有道者。是以圣人为而不恃，功成而不处，
其不欲见贤。

Interpretations:
天之道，其犹张弓欤？
The Tao (Dao) of heaven is like the bending of a bow.
Heaven’s Way is indeed like the bending of a bow.
The way the world runs, is it not similar to how we bend a bow?

高者抑之，下者举之；
The high is lowered, and the low is raised.
When (the string) is high, bring it down. When it is low, raise it up.
We pull down the too high, and raise the too low.

有馀者损之，不足者补之。
If the string is too long, it is shortened; If there is not enough, it is made longer.
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When it is excessive, reduce it. When it is insufficient, supplement it.
Erase the too much, cover the not enough.

天之道，损有馀而补不足。
The Tao (Dao) of heaven is to take from those who have too much and give to those who do
not have enough.
The Way of Heaven reduces whatever is excessive and supplements whatever is insufficient.
The Dao of how the world runs is to cover not enough by cutting too much.

人之道，则不然，损不足以奉有馀。
Man’s way is different. He takes from those who do not have enough to give to those who
already have too much.
The way of man is different. It reduces the insufficient to offer to the excessive.
The Dao of how man is not even similar. Man would rather cover too much by sacrificing
not enough.

孰能有馀以奉天下，唯有道者。
What man has more than enough and gives it to the world? Only the man of Tao (Dao).
Who is able to have excess to offer to the world? Only the man of Tao (Dao).
The only person who can contribute the too much for all things inside of the universe, is the
person who follows to the Dao of the universe.

是以圣人为而不恃，功成而不处，其不欲见贤。
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Therefore the sage works without recognition. He achieves what has to be done without
dwelling on it. He does not try to show his knowledge.
Therefore the sage acts, but does not rely on his own ability. He accomplishes his task, but
does not claim credit for it. He has no desire to display his excellence.
Therefore the sage did without telling, achieved without taking, they do not prefer to be
called sage.

Comparison and Commentary:
There is not much difference between my interpretation and the common one in this chapter.
However, there are a couple of doubtful points: first, why is the Dao between the universe and
man different? Does it lead to a problem of Nature versus Nurture? If there is a difference
between the Dao of the Universe and the Dao of man, which shall be we, as human being obey?
Second, why does this chapter have only a description for sage? In other words, sage do so, but
is that the way should people do?
For the first point, it seems that the author is trying to tell us: be together with the step of
world, but not the Dao of man. However, it is not necessary to point out the Dao of man because
it causes segregation between the Universe’s Dao and man’s Dao. According to the previous
chapters, Dao is even “more one” than one and much tinier than the tiniest man, there should be
no way to separate those two. The previous chapters never show any attempt as such, and that is
why I keep repeating in this thesis that there could be multiple authors. Dao De Jing may not
apply the same segregation between man and universe like what Sun-Tzu does:
”Nature operates with constant regularity. It does not exist for the sake of Yao nor does
it cease to exist because of Chieh. Respond to it with peace and order, and good fortune will
result. Respond to it with disorder, and disaster will follow. If the foundations for living are
strengthened and are economically used, then the Nature cannot bring impoverishment. If
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people’s nourishment is sufficient and their labor in keeping with the seasons, then Nature
cannot inflict sickness. If the way is cultivated without deviation, then Nature cannot cause
misfortune.... XunZi’s Tian (天，Nature) is purely Nature so that in most cases the word has
to be translated as Nature rather than as Heaven.” [P20].
Therefore, the view of segregation between man and universe should be a view of Sin-Tzu,
and that is why I believe here is doubtful. In earlier chapters, man is an integrated part of the
universe (or so called nature), but in this chapter, by applying different Dao, man has suddenly
been segregated from the universe. Thus, it seems the author of this chapter is somehow
influenced by Sun-Tzu or similar thoughts.
Moreover, even if it is segregated, what should we obey? The Dao of the universe or the Dao
of man? If we are to be together with the universe naturally, why is there a form of Dao for man?
In the later sentences of this chapter, Sages work in the Dao of the universe. However, it does not
prove that this is the way we as an individual have to work. According to chapter 19, the author
gives an idea calls “绝圣弃智” (gives up the sainthood and forget wisdom), is the sainthood the
same thing between those two chapters? Why do the authors so carelessly mix them up? Thus, if
we have to apply the coordination between the two, I prefer to believe it is just a description for
how the sages work, but not how we should work. If everyone lives in a sage’s way, there is no
difference between the term sage and ordinary people, then people may develop another idea to
make inequality in between.
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Conclusion
All interpretations above are basically what I think about the sort of metaphysical thoughts
of the Dao De Jing. I am neither proving my correctness and closeness compared to the most
popular and common versions, nor saying that this is how I think about the world, but mainly
provide a deconstruction upon the perspective of power and evolution.
First of all, by comparing the other translators’ work and mine, the function of translation,
especially philosophical translation between the East and the West needs to be modified. For the
purpose of introducing classic Chinese thoughts to Alphabetic languages, there must be a “chain
of discovery”: it starts from Traditional Chinese to Simplified Chinese then to English. Each
transformation has a sharp revision for us to understand the original source. Therefore, I would
like to encourage a perspectivist view on translation. That just means: to compare different
sources and find the most fitting one for the translator’s understanding.
Secondly, the Dao De Jing may have multiple authors. Their different understanding on
terms could lead to some confusion.
Thirdly, the Westerner’s interpretation plays a significant role in understanding the Dao De
Jing. Heidegger addresses Non-Being and time, Sartre provides the engagement between subject
and world, Foucault and Nietzsche’s power-ology can also be an interpretative tool. All those
changed the understanding of Daoism. My pessimistic interpretation in this project so far mainly
focuses on the “dark side”, but there absolutely will be some optimistic interpretations.
Fourthly, relying on the power-ology interpretation, struggling plays an important role in
both space and time. This phenomenon releases a fact no matter how civilized humans can
evolve: survival is always the fundamental need. In order to ensure survival, humans have
developed so much technology. Nonetheless, humans also are stuck themselves in and distract
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their attention with technology. For example, ancestors created language and thus humans fit
their way of thinking into language and concepts. This does not display so much “evolution”
rather as “balance”.
Fifth, from a perspective of time on thinking, there could be for two types of tendency. On
the forward-looking side, people looking at the future; this creates the value of what humans
should do. On the backward-looking side, people try to retrace things to find what the beginning
of the world is. Upon the idea of struggling, those two attempts are entangled together.
Whenever there is an idea to make reference back to earlier history, new values are established,
for instance, Hobbes’s state of nature. There is no evidence to say there used to be a state of
nature for humans to be warring all the time, but the idea itself establishes a new perspective for
human politics. Finally, revealing and creating become the same thing.
Because I have done a reinterpretation of all chapters of the Dao De Jing, and since the
order of the chapters is not what it originally was, I do not adhere to the same order.

Rather, I

separate them into the order of “metaphysical” (again, I confess I have no idea what metaphysics
ultimately is all about), “social” and “individual”. All of the above are metaphysical thoughts.1

1

I am specially grateful to Seth Tichenor, the person who opened the Filosofy door for me (the reason I spell it as
“f” instead of “ph” is because in my view, most filosofical ideas are fake, I have a certain ambition to eliminate all
of them although it seems not the “Dao of man”). Also, I would like to extend my appreciation to my adviser
Kaarina Beam and Jesús Ilundáin, they both gave me many great hints on thinking. Lastly, Jason Jordan, the
youngest and brightgest professor in Linfield Philosophy Department.
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